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March 29, 1990

Dr. Randolph W. Bromery, Interim Chancellor
Board of Regents of Higher Education
One Ashburton Place, Room 1401
Boston, MA 02108

Dear Chancellor Bromery:

Attached is the report of the Tuition Advisory Panel
appointed by Chancellor Franklyn G. Jenifer in December 1989.
Our charge was to evaluate the current policy and to recommend
modifications, if any, in that policy.

On balance, the panel recommends that the Regents' Tuition
Policy be changed...

• Rather than focus on tuition, alone, the Regents should
establish policy for all student charges — tuition and
fees.

• Student charges should be set by institutional Boards of
Trustees within guidelines established by the Board of
Regents

.

• Revenues from student charges should be retained by the
caunpuses, and the Board of Regents should implement a
policy to compensate campuses that are disproportion-
ately affected by legislatively mandated and need-based
waivers.

• Student charges should be adjusted over time so that
they reach 30% of total costs in community colleges and
35% of total costs in 4-year colleges and universities.

• Tuition should be the dominant component of student
charges with fees restricted to less than 3(^ of overall
student charges. Q C^/^

The panel is not unanimous in its support of these
recommendations. Some members find themselves in disagreement
with the underlying approach of the Regents' policy (as adopted
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in 1984 and amended in 1988) to place a strong reliance on
students and families for financial support. Others disagree or
are ambivalent about other specific recommendations in the
report.

We urge the widest possible dissemination of this report and
a thorough discussion of its recommendations.

I am sure other members join with me in expressing their
gratitude for this opportunity to serve public higher education.

Sincerely,

.^y.
David S. Mundel
Chairman

DM : vac

Attachment



I . INTRODUCTION

The legislation establishing the Board of Regents requires

the Board to "develop a rational and equitable statewide Tuition

Plan for all institutions of public higher education in the

Commonwealth." This plan "shall take into account by type of

institution the per student maintenance costs, total mandated

costs per student, and the need to maximize student access to

higher education regardless of a student's financial

circumstances. " (Emphasis added.) Thus, the basic goals of a

tuition policy are clearly specified by law. Responding to the

statute, the Board in 1984 adopted a tuition policy that set

forth general principles and allowed the Chancellor to recominend

specific tuition charges based upon long-term goals and inr.ediate

political and economic circumstances.

Four years later in 1988, the Board adopted a revised tuition

policy as set forth in Chancellor Franklyn G. Jenifer's report,

"A Margin for Excellence**. The key elements of the revised

policy were (a) tuitions were to gradually increase to 3C% of

state appropriations per student (25% in the Community colleges) ;

(b) annual tuition increases were limited to 9%; and (c) limited

retention of tuition revenues by the campuses. The Regents also

required the Chancellor to formally evaluate the policy's

effectiveness within eighteen months, "addressing especially the

underlying principles upon which the policy is based." To tnat



end. Chancellor Jenifer established a Tuition Review Panel in

December 1989. The membership of the Panel included

presidents/chancellors from each of the three sectors of public

higher education; students; and individuals from the private

sector familiar with issues of pricing and financial aid in

higher education.

II. EVALUATING THE CURRENT TUITION SYSTEM

Although the Panel's charge was to evaluate the effectiveness

of the Board of Regents' 1988 Tuition Policy, it found itself

unable to limit the scope of its inquiry to tuition alone.

• Because tuition is only one component of student
charges, the impact of a tuition policy on students
cannot be evaluated without examining the other
component of student charges — fees.*

• Because tuition is only one component of the revenue
streeuB that supports higher education, a tuition policy
cannot be evaluated without examining the other
principal sources of institutional revenues — state
appropriations and student fees.

e The current state budgetary context — declining and
uncertain levels of appropriated support for higher
education — also restricted the Panel's ability to
examine tuition in isolation.

* Thtt 1988 Tuition Policy recommended that
fees not exceed 30% of tuition. Only one
of three categories of required fees
counts against this limit: "internal"
fees that support educational activities,
maintenance, and so forth. Student-
initiated fees and legislatively mandated
fees (e.g. health fees) are not included
in the 30% guideline. Except in the most
general statements, all fees referred to
in this narrative are internal fees.



If fees were small relative to tuition and state support

were predictable, examining tuition alone might be fruitful.

Regrettably, neither condition prevails and such a narrow

inquiry is impossible. Thus, the evaluation of the current

tuition policy must take place in the context of the overall

system of higher education finance, including state

appropriations, tuitions and tuition waivers, student fees and

fee waivers, and student financial aid.

Two goals have guided the Panel's evaluation -~ access and

quality. Basically, the Panel asked the following question:

• Does the Commonwealth's current policy for financing
higher education create and maintain a high quality and
accessible system at reasonable cost to the students,
their faunilies, and the Commonwealth's taxpayers?

The Panel's answers to this question are not positive. The

quantity and predictability of resources provided by the current

system of finance threaten the creation and maintenance of a

high quality and accessible public colleges and universities:

• Given the central role of an educated populace to tne
Commonwealth's economy and society, Massachusetts :s

best served by supporting a high quality public college
and university system. Quality must be measured
primarily in terms of the impact that institutions -'.ake

on the economic and social lives of our students and,
in turn, the impact that these students make on tne
Massachusetts economy and society. While quality



cannot be measured solely by the quantity of dollars
devoted to higher education, a quality higher education
system cannot be maintained without sufficient and
predictable resources.

Although the Panel was not asked to address the level
of resources required for a quality higher education
system, it believes that the current level of funding,
from all sources, is inadequate and threatens the
quality of the public system.

Access to higher education for low and moderate income
students is also threatened by the current system of
higher education finance. Student aid resources are
limited and resource constraints limit the availability
of the educational and supportive services that many
students need to achieve success in the Commonwealth's
colleges and universities. A particular concern is the
adequacy of resources for those campuses that attract a
large number of lower income or poorly prepared
students

.

Without predictable price levels and student aid
policies, student aspirations and thus access to higher
education will also be seriously eroded. The decision
to attend college is the result of a long process for
the student and family. The choices to save money, to
take college-preparatory courses in high school, and to
complete school rather than dropping out are not
encountered suddenly in the Spring of the senior year
of high school. In the absence of a predictable system
of student charges and financial aid, many lower income
students and families will simply, and perhaps
correctly, conclude that college is inaccessible; and
they will reduce their aspirations accordingly.

Effective administration, too, is severely threatened
by the unpredictability of the current financing
system, without predictable levels of revenue —
including state support — college administrators and
faculty cannot develop and conduct quality academic
programs. Recent experience reminds us that financial
instability diverts the attention of faculty,
administrators, and trustees from the serious long-term
problems, needs, and goals of the academic enterprise
to the immediate crises produced by financial
difficulties.



Higher Education is an Investment

Underlying the need for predictable levels of financing is

the view that higher education must be recognized as an

investment for the Commonwealth, not an expense. Students attend

the state's colleges and universities because of the long-term

impact of education on their economic and social lives.

Similarly, the state supports higher education because of the

positive long-term social and economic impact of an educated

citizenry. A public higher education system that is inadequately

or inequitably funded, in which financial unpredictability

compromises student access and institutional quality, wastes the

Commonwealth's most vital resource — its people.

The Commonwealth has an obligation to its citizens and to the

future health of the state to guarantee the existence of a

strong, vibrant public higher education system. The

Massachusetts economy depends upon a highly educated workforce.

Projections by stats and federal agencies clearly demonstrate

that without a well-educated workforce, the state's ability to

meet the demands of future economic development will be severely

handicapped.



The Role of Tuition and Fees within the Current Financing System

The current policy and context has created a confusing

relationship between tuition and fees. Tuition, the basic charge

established by the Board of Regents for each type of institution,

can no longer be regarded as substantially representing the total

direct charges faced by students or parents for their share of

educational costs; today required fees, set individually on each

campus, must be considered as well. This situation has arisen

for three reasons:

First, the Regents' Tuition Policy arbitrarily caps year-to-

year tuition increases at 9%, while fees are not so

constrained.

Second, state law restricts the ability of institutions to

retain tuition revenue to support educational activities,

while all fee revenues are available for use on the campus.

Third, fees (unlike tuition) are set at the campus level, in

response to immediate campus needs.

As costs have grown and appropriations have shrunk, car.puses

have turned to fee increases to fill the financial gap and

maintain academic quality — and students, knowing that fee



payments go to support their educations, have generally concurred

with these pricing policies. Thus, while tuitions have grown

slowly at the prescribed statewide rate, fees have grown rapidly

at different rates at different campuses, constantly changing in

response to the massive and erratic fluctuations in state higher

education funding. (See Table 1: 2-Year changes in Tuition and

Fees)

.

The Panel finds that while the rapid growth of fee charges

has allowed colleges and universities to maintain their

operations in the face of major funding uncertainties and

cutbacks, continued reliance on fee income will impose long-term

liabilities and risKs:

(a) This system will not generate adequate resources.

Tuitions are set by the Board of Regents, and under

current policy may not increase by more than 9% per

y^ar. Thus, tuition revenues have not increased rapidly

enough to raspond to either tha requirements of the

funding partnarship, tha raductiona in state funding, or

tha naada of individual campuses.
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(b) Th« current practice encourages public officials to

avoid hard political decisions, by allowing them to

appear to maintain low levels of tuition while

simultaneously reducing public spending on higher

education; the commitment to quality is missing from the

equation.

(c) Uncertainty about charges will inhibit student and

family planning for education, reducing access.

(d) The quality of the system will deteriorate, as campus

administrators and trustees will continue to be

preoccupied with short-term financial problems at t^ie

expense of educational issues.

(e) Campuses that serve a disproportionate number of lower-

incoBtt students unable to pay higher fees will decline

in quality more rapidly than others.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

The Panel believes that a revised policy on student cnarqes,

embracing required fees as well as tuition, should be fra-ed in

the context of a broader assessment of the financing of pu&uc

higher education in Massachusetts.



In evaluating the current tuition policy and in arriving at

its recommendations, the Tuition Review Advisory Panel did not

achieve a full consensus. Some members of the Panel found

themselves in disagreement with the underlying approach of the

Regents' Policy as it was adopted in 1984 and amended in 1988.

Their argument is that access is best guaranteed through

maintaining the lowest possible tuition levels and expanding

state support. Such a policy would reduce considerably the

responsibility of students and parents to share in financing

higher education. In the opinion of these Panel members , public

higher education should be an extension of the free public

elementary and secondary school system. Financial aid, whether

in the form of waivers or direct grants, will never be adequate,

they believe, to meet the needs of students from either low or

middle-income families.

The majority of the Panel supports higher student charges

with a concurrent conmitment to substantial student aid through

waivers and grants. These Panel members believe that such an

approach is more equitable than simple low tuition in allocating

public resources, especially to lower-income students; and that

it will provide more total resources to public higher education.

Obviously, this approach requires sufficient financial aid for

those individuals who cannot afford to pay the tuition costs.

The recommendations that follow are based on these principles.
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A. Who Should Pay For Higher Education?

Underlying the restructured system of higher education

finance should be a principle articulated in the Regents' current

tuition policy, the principle of partnership — a sharing of the

responsibility for paying for higher education among the student,

the student's family, and the Commonwealth.

• The Panel affirms this principle of partnership; that
is, the division of the burden of paying for higher
education by the Commonwealth on one hand, and the
students who attend public institutions or their
families, on the other.

Obviously, the proportions in which this burden is shared is

a key issue. While students and their families should make an

equitaUsle contribution to the cost of higher education, the

Commonwealth should provide the principal portion of the system's

resources.

The Panel believes that students and their families
should be responsible for 35% of the cost of education
in the public four-year colleges and universities.
Because of the special role of the community colleges in
extending access to higher education, the student/ family
percentage at these institutions should be lower -- 30%.
This required payment should be reduced or waived for
students and families whose incomes are sufficiently
modest that the requirement will unduly limit their
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access or aspirations. If the system of partnership is
to be successful, student aid must be substantial enough
to overcome economic barriers and predictable enough to
positively influence long-term decisions and
motivations.

The remainder of the cost of education — 65% in four-
year colleges and universities and 70% in community
colleges — should be the responsibility of the
Commonwealth.

These recommendations differ from current policy which sets

the tuition component of student and parental responsibility at

30% of the state's appropriation for higher education at the

state colleges and universities, and 25% at the community

colleges. The policy allows for additional campus-based fees

amounting to 30% of tuition; thus, the overall cap for charges

under the current policy is actually 39% of appropriations for

four-year campuses and 32.5% for Community Colleges.

B. What is the "cost" on which this partnership should be based ?

The current tuition policy defines the total cost of

education as ths aaount of state-appropriated dollars spent by

the campuses, including retained tuition. The Panel believes

that this definition of cost is inappropriate, and accord ir.qly,

it recommends that the definition of cost should be enlarged to

include the full costs of education — including all costs corne
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by thtt CosuBonvttalth, such as appropriations, frings benefits, and

other costs associatsd with higher education, as well as all

costs paid for by revenues from student fees. (See Table 2:

Current and Proposed Cost Base.)

C. What is the appropriate relationship between tuition and

The Panel believes that tuition should be the dominant source

of the student/ f2unily financing for public higher education

because it is publicly identifiable and )uiown. In addition, using

tuition as the major component of student charges assures

comparaUdility to other public institutions across the nation. It

also provides the basis, where appropriate, for common charges

within a segment of the public system.

Consistent with this recommendation, the Panel recommends

that fees should be a modest component of the total charges

levied on students, not to exceed 20% of total student charges

(equivalent to 25% of tuition) . Fees are user charges and should

be limited. This recommendation differs from the current policy

which allows fees up to 30% of the cost of tuition (See Tablfi 3:

Student Charges as % of True Cost)

.
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D. Who should retain tuition and fees?

The Panel recommends continuation of the current policy in

which fees are retained at campuses and allocated to earmarked

trust funds. It further recommends that the current system, in

which a substantial portion of tuition is returned to the General

Revenue Fund, be changed so that all tuition revenue is retained

on the campuses. The Panel recognizes that the resulting loss in

state revenue will require an adjustment in the amount of monies

appropriated for public higher education.

Full tuition retention by the campuses will seriously impact

the current practices with respect to tuition waivers which, if

left intact, would causs unreimbursable losses to campuses.

Total tuition retention will especially affect those campuses

which attract large numbers of needy students. In order to solve

this problem, th« Panel recommends the following:

(1) Tuition waivers which are mandated by law or by

collective bargaining agreements should be handled as a

mamdatory consideration within the established budget-

setting process of the Board of Regents.
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(2) Tha impact on institutions with disproportionate numbers

of lower income students who may be unable to meet

tuition and fee charges should be resolved in one or a

combination of the following ways:

a. Adjustments to state appropriations to individual

campuses

.

b. Pooling a portion of retained tuition revenues and

reallocating these monies among the campuses

.

c. Increases in the State Scholarship Grants

appropriated for higher education.

The choice of which process is most effective is beyond the

scope of the Panel, but the ultimate choice must clearly be based

on maintaining accessibility to public higher education.

E. Who should set student charges?

The setting of student charges should be the result cf a

collaborative process involving the Board of Regents and the

individual college and university boards of trustees.
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The Panel recommends that in consultation with institutional

trustees, and with consideration to the financial capacity both

of the Commonwealth and of students and families, the Board of

Regents annually establish guidelines as well as maximum total

student charges by segment.

Individual boards of trustees should establish annually

tuition and fee charges within Board of Regents guidelines.

F. Should there be restrictions on tuition and fee increases?

One of the major issues facing the Board of Regents, if it

adopts the Panel's recommendations, is the strategy for adjusting

tuition and fees to meet the recommended goals. As we have

noted, the current system of student charges does not respond to

the Panel's recommended criteria. We suggest that the Board take

no more than three years to adjust the current system. Allowing

too short a time will cause confusion, and taking too long will

mean correction will never occur.

During the implementation stage, the recommended
division between tuition and fees should be adjusted
over no more than three years. In any event, no college
should suffer a reduction in actual dollars as a result
of this policy.

There should be no caps or limits on increases on
student charges except those established annually by the
Board of Regents until the recommended partnership
levels are reached.
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G. Hov should accessibility be maintained and enhanced?

A system that increases the reliance on student charges to

finance higher education will have a negative impact on access

unless the Comnonvealth ' s student aid programs are strengthened

and expanded, and unless we can address the problems likely to be

encountered by institutions with large numbers of lower income

students

.

An important component of the Panel's recommended plan is an

expanded, strengthened, and simplified financial aid system.

Financial aid is undoubtedly the key to educational opportunity.

The Panel reaffirms the importance of a direct linkage among

student and family financial capacity, cost of education, and

financial aid resources. Further, the importance of a

predictable financial aid system to maintain access cannot be

overstated. Therefore, the Panel recommends that the Board of

Regents strive for predictability within the financial aid system

by improving its efforts to provide timely and accurate financial

aid information to students and their families.
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